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Abstract
The paper represents a new type of low-power HF ion thruster for space
application as a new low thrust electric propulsion system. Low power HF ion
thruster with diameter of 9.2 cm gives the opportunity to obtain beams of inert
gases with currents 20...150 mA (current density 0.5...3.5 mA/cm 2 ) and energy
200...2500 eV at HF power level 10...150 W. Using Xe as a working gas it's
possible to obtain thrust within 3...8 mN. The obtained values of ion cost at gas
efficiency 0.7 are comparable with that obtained with RITA.
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Introduction.

In 1991 the idea of the development of the low thrust ion thruster the
applications of which were generally underloocked was motivated by PROEL
specialists [1]. Since that time PROEL is carrying out the goverment program
related to the development of low thrust HF ion thruster under the support of
Italian Space Agency. Parallel to it RIAME MAI started the development in
this field in the framework of the contract between RIAME MAI and PROEL
TECNOLOGIE. The resonance absorbtion of HF power due to the excitation of
own volume plasma waves in HF discharge located in the external mar. - field
was proposed as a concept of the working process in the ion thruster o .- e new
type. The advantages of the chosen operational principle are the possibility of
electrons heating in the whole plasma volume in contrary to electrons heating in
near electrodes or near walls sheaths in capacitive and inductive modes of HF
discharge and the possibility of electrons containment due to the presence of
external magnetic field.Typical examples of equipment based on the excitation of
own plasma waves are the ion sources [2] and ion thruster [3] which utilize the
effect of strong electrons heating under ECR conditions in the region of super
high frequences and helicon ion source, suggested by R.W. Boswell and P.J.
Christiansen in [4].
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The excitation of helicons is kn ,w , to be possible at plasma densities
hilher than threshold density n* [5] which for conventional lengths of (CDC L <
10 cm. induction of ma~netic field B <0.1 TI and HF frequencies f < 00 MHz is

\alues of
higher than 101 cm -. It's easy to estimate that correspondin
2
extracted ion current density exceed 10 mA/cm that is too high \alue from the
point of view of ion extraction system lifetime.
It's shown in [5,6] that at any electron concentration the excitation of
electrostatic waves is possible. Moreover electrons are shown [5] to be heated
more effectively in the case of electrostatic waves generation then in the case of
helicons excitation. These facts motivated the development of low power HF ion
thruster with working process based on electrostatic wave excitation in
magnetoactive limited plasma.
First the preliminary physical investigations were carried out in the models
of gas discharge chambers (GDC) of the HF ion thruster. Measurements carried
out under typical for ion thrusters operation conditions were aimed at the
revealing conditions of effective HF power absorbtion by magnetoactive plasma
and optimal regimes of HF ion thruster operation. Physical measurements
showed [7]:
1) negligible increase of ion current takes place under ECR conditions in GDC 9
cm in diameter and 4...8 cm in length under typical for ion thruster operation
pressures and HF generator working frequences 40....81 MHz;
2) strong resonance increase of ion current exists at magnetic fields exceedeing
values necessary for ECR and corresponding to the conditions of electrostatic
waves excitation.
The obtained results confirmed the idea of the development of HF 'on
thruster with the working principle based on electrostatic waves excitation.

I
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Design and tests of HF ion thruster model with magnetic system based on
electromagnets.
The sheme of "Electrostatic wave" HF ion thruster model with magnetic
system based on electromagnets HF IT -2 is shown on Fig. I
HF IT-2 consisits of:
quartz GDC 9.2 cm in diameter and 8 cm in length (I):
gas distributor (2),
ion optical system (IOS) (3),consisting of three electrodes;
magnetic system (4), based on electromagnets which produced magnetic field
with induction 0...0.03 TI on the axis of GDC.
To excite a discharge the inductor located on the external surface of GDC
was connected to HF -generator with the working frequency 100 MHz. A
matching box was useJ to optilize HF power input in the discharge. As a rule
the potential of emission electrode was +1000 V. the potential of accelerating
electrode was -300 V. the decelerating electrode was grounded.
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Fig.!.
The scheme of HF IT-2.
I1- GDC;
2 - gas distributor;

3-ion optical system (IOS);
4 -magnetic system.

The experiments were carried out at Xe consumption m 0.7, 1.0 seem.
Fig.2a illustrates the measured dependencies of extracted ion beam on
induction of external magnetic field at differ levels of HF input power. At small
ion current corresponding to the
magnetic fields one can see local maximu.
ECR region. at higher magnetic fields ion current grows with the magnetic field,
basic maximum of ion beam current having been not reached at maximum value
of the magnetic field. It comes out with reference to Fig.2b that the the coefficient
of working gas efficiency 0 changes with the increase of the magnetic field not
monotonic as well. The first 0 maximum corresponds to the first maximum of ion
beam current and with further increase of magnetic field the coefficient of
working gas efficiency increases without reaching the maximum or saturation.
Dependence of power ion cost C i (see Fig.2c) being nonmonotonic as well does
not reach it's minimum. Nevertheless the absolute values of Ci at magnetic fields
higher 20 mTl shows the prospectivity of the chosen concept of the ion thruster
operation principle. At the same time the overheating of electromagnets and large
power losses (~-kW) in electromagnets justified the idea of the development of
HF ion thruster model with magnetic system based on permanent magnets
HF IT -3.
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-., of HF ion thruster models with magnetic s-is vm

a>ed on

permanent magnets HF IT -3. HF IT - 4
First thle lahotator\ model of HF ion thruster IF IT -3 with magnetic
s stem based on permanent magnets ith possibility of changinm the strength and
configuration of magnetic field was designed. manufactured and tested.
HF
IT-3 as HF IT-2 consisits of quartz or pyrex GDC 9.2 cm in diameter (I). ,as
distributor (2), ion optical system (IOS) (3) and magnetic system (4), but
magnetic system of HF IT - 3 is based on two samarium-cobalt magnetic rings (5)
and magnetic core (6). The value of magnetic field on the GDC axis can be varied
by changing the distance between the rings and by changing thickness of
magnetic core.
The tests of HF IT-3 model were aimed at the optimization of it's
construction. For this purpose the extracted ion beam current was measured
under change of working frequency and power of HF generator; material, length
and wall thickness of GDC: magnetic field strength.
The dependencies of ion current ib upon HF power were measured at
working frequencies of HF generator 40, 60, 81 MHz at fixed Xe consumption m
using 8cm in length GDC. The data obtained for m = I seem and 3 = 0.7 are
represented in Table 1.
Table 1.
f, MHz
40
60
81
C-C,M/mA

2160

1400

1300

One can see that the increase of the working frequency from 40 to 60
MHz leads to improvement of HF IT -3 parameters but at the range of higher
frequencies the dependence is saturated.
Table I shows that the absolute values ofC i are too high to comnete with
RITA [8] . In order to find the configuration of HF IT-3 where io!.
ent cost
values are much lower the tests of HF IT-3 model with different
;:gths of
GDC and different magnetic systems were carried out. Measurements showed
that the results obtained with the glass GDC with thin walls (- 1.5mm) are much
better then that obtained with quartz GDC with wall thickness 5 mm. The ion
thruster with 8 cm GDC where the rpagnetic field is lower than in the other
modifications, operates with good efficiency in the range of small extracted ion
currents -25 mA corresponding to thrust level about 2 mN at ion beam energy
2000eV. The discharge in the 8 cm glass GDC is stable and can be easily
ignited without increasing the initial gas flow rate.
In order to increase the value of ion current extracted
with good
efficiency it's necessary to increase the strength of magnetic field. It can be
done in two w;ivs: ) b, using magnetic system with the magnetic core without
changing the len'h of
GDC and the distance between magnets: 2)by
simultaneous chaunge of GDC length and the distance between magnets. Testst
showed that the presence of magnetic core i: magnetic system improves slightly
the situation in the case of GDC of small nrgth but cardinally the situation
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I

could be changed only b'. brinin ng ogether the magnetized rings and

the magn,etic field induction correspondingly.

This

nicreasingi

fact can be brilliantl\

illustrated by Fig.3 where the ion current cost in dependence on thie distance
between magnets is plotted. Fig.3 gives convincing proof that the optimal
configuration of HF IT must be based on 3 cm glass GDC and on the magnetic
s\stem with minimal possible distance between magnets. Obviously the above
mentioned facts motivated the choice of HF IT-3 model with 3 cm glass GDC
as a prototype of the next stage model of HF ion thruster HF IT - 4

£
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length in mm is indicated.
+ m= 0.5 sccm
* m = 1.0 sm
* m - 1.5 sccm

The HF IT-4 main assembly units are presented in fig.4. The pictures of
HF IT-4 are shown in fig.5. The thruster consists of the following main units:
-glass gas discharge chamber ( pos. I);
-gas distributor (pos.2);
-magnetic system based on permanent magnets (pos.3):
-ion optic system (pos.6-11 ).
The magnetic systen based on the permanent samarium cobalt mag- ets (
pos.3 ) has internal diameter 110 mm, external - 160 mm
The ion optical system represents itself the separate assembly unit, which
consists of the three electrodes: emitting (pos.6), accelerating, (pos.7) and

I
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SFig.4.
The scheme of HF IT- 4.
1 - gas discharge chamber,
2 - gas distributor;
3 - magnetic system;

j

6 - 11 - ion optic system.
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HF IT-4.
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decelerating (pos.8), three electrode holders

(pos.9,10.11)

and

six

insulating

units.

Electrodes are made in titanium alloy and have the special
form of a
deflection, which prevents the electrode short circuit in case of thermal
deformation, and also influences an ion beam divergence.
The emitting electrode has thickness of 0.4 mm. the diameter of holes - 2
mm.
The accelerating electrode has thickness of 0.8 mm, the diameter of holes I mm. The decelerating electrode has thickness of 0.9 mm, the diameter of holes 2 mm. The gap between emitting and accelerating electrode is set in the limits
0.8...1.2 mm. The gap between accelerating and decelerating electrodes is set in
the limits 1...2.5 mm. The electrode holders (pos.9,10,11) are made of aluminium
alloy. The insulating units are installed on the accelerating electrode holders.
Besides the dielectric function they carry the mechanical load.
The HF ion source is placed on special adjusting flange. On the
atmosphere edge of the flange the capacitors of the matching box, the gas
distributor, the high-voltage terminals and HF connection are located.
The results of HF IT-4 tests are represented in Table 2. One can see that
the obtained values of specific power losses C i = P/ib at gas efficiency p = 0.7 ( p
= ib / m, m gas flow rate in current units) are comparable with that obtained with
RITA [8].
Table 2.

lb,mA
60
70
100

Cj, W/mA
670
500
700

0.7
0.7
0.7

Isp, m/s
32000
30000
32000

F, mN
3.9
4.5
6.7

CF. W/mN
33
34
34

Special experiments (see .Fig.5) showed that HF ion thruster can be used
as HF ion source for ion-bear,
uttered deposition, ion-beam-assisted
deposition processing [ ]. Low powe: -:F ion source with diameter 9.2 cm gives
the oppotunity to obtain
1
60
beams
of
chemically
active and inert gases with
140currents
20...150
mA
(current density 0.5...3.5
120-

mA/cm 2 )
'0"

and

energy

200...2500
eV at HF
power input 10...150 W.

" oA

so-

Fig.6.
Dependence of ion beam
current on HF power.
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